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About This Game

Players command the German army through some of the most famous battles of the war, leading the mighty Wehrmacht on
towards Moscow.

The variety of maps and battle situations is what makes Frontline so different and engaging: players are confronted with
blitzkriegs, trench wars and dog fights, but also unusual situation such as missions to capture an armoured convoy, recover

important documents, capturing strategic positions and destroy fortifications.

Units will upgrade throughout the game, based on combat success and experience. This will prove to be an extremely powerful
tool to progress in the game providing the players with a personalized army depending on their style of play.

30 battle scenarios: all inspired by historical missions which took place between the summer of 1941 to late 1944

Land, naval and aerial combat: all units have strengths and weaknesses encouraging different uses, adding an extra
strategic layer to the game. There are over 100 of them!

Unlock and upgrade: units will develop unique abilities based on the style of play. New units become available when
progressing through the campaign>

Maps are created to reflect the real terrain and their dramatic impact on gameplay
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This game is catered to the entry level war gamer, while it has a panzer general feel it lacks the depth and challenge the older
general games brought. While there is a lot of good deep, strategic WWII games, there is not allot of new content for the entry
level or causual wargamer. I think this fill the niche, but it could definately have been better.. FUN AND KEEPS YOU
INTEREST. Good fun game with a very unique mechanic. Reminds me of diplomacy. But no real longevity about it.

It probably seems harsh that I say "Dont recommend" but I think its a big ask on a lot of people to take a chance with it. It has
an obscure combat mechanic and should perhaps be treated like more of a puzzle game than a wargame, blurring the lines but
not doing either side that much justice. A simple and fun little game but also challenging. Perfect for fans of simple turn based
strategy, but requires some experience with strategy games. And well-valued for the price. Very well converted from mobile..
Wargamers beware, this a game, not a wargame. Ignore the war-like window dressing, this is the product of poor, lazy
programmers with only a vague idea of the conflict this game purports to represent. When you run into the proposterous KV6
Land Battleship, you know they had no intention of delivering the wargame they advertized.
  The software crashes so badly that cntrl\/alt\/delete often fails to boot, forcing you to pull the plug\/battery (in 30 hours, I had
to pull the battery 5 times).
  The KV-2 is rated with a 4 space range, but it will shoot at least 6 spaces to kill your units. Other units will shoot farther than
they tell you they will. Other than that, the unit statistics are utterly absurd.. Good game from a great publisher! As a Slitherine
game, I am sure this little gem will be supported by the developers, and will most likely be moddable. I have played the game for
a few hours and its pretty cool...I dont want the campaign to end. Looking forward to the road back to Berlin! More than worth
the eight dollars!. It is pretty hard to stuff up a unity engine game, but this is a bug filled disappointment, & a step down for
Slitherine. Fog of war that doesnt disappear, but you can get artacked out of, they a unit that you must destroy to win runs off
into it, so I had to spend 30 miuntes playing some kind of mine sweaper trying to find it.Cities in the wrong locations.
Objectives that do not register (ie capture all cities in the Kursk scenario). No mini map, but frustated by a really slow scroll on
the main map. The most annoying feature... save & exit... losses you all progress on the mission FFS! That just got me angry! As
you can only 'Save & Exit' & on the third paly through of the big battle of Kursk I wanted to be able to try & fulfill all the
objectives. Exit & unistall. Disappoinred.. Just bought it tried to play it- no go . Tried to stop it -no go . checked forums -no help
. deleted game . much better . another to add to the list of games which dont work from steam.. would be ok for 5-10 EUR and
as fast food strategy game but game has bugs that make it impossible to get decisive victory rating for every mission (bugged
missions so far: Kursk, Belgorod)
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Good game for being a phone app converted to computer, I am only hoping there is a possibility for an alternate history option
as I have not completed the campaign yet.. Well worth the value for game play and strategy.. Easy to manage interface and nice
strategy game for those who like the challenge. I recomend this for the price you cannot go wrong.. Plays like a mobile port.
Getting tired of these mobile ports that don't state that anywhere, at least not that i've found. Would not have purchased. Regret
my decision. And i'm a huge fan of strategy games.. Take command of the German army through some of the most famous
battles of the war, leading the mighty Wehrmacht on towards Moscow. The variety of maps and battle situations is what makes
Frontline so different and engaging: players are confronted with blitzkriegs, trench wars and do
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